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THE METHOD OF DIVERGENT DEGREE (D) FOR

IDENTIFING THE DIFFERENCES OF GENE POOLS TO

ТHE DISTINCT GENETIC POPULATIONS, APPLIED FOR

TRIFOLIUM PRATENSE

I. ANGHEL, M. TUFESCU

The process of divergent evolution for the populations which have

an ancestral, common, gene pool, is developping with great efficiency by
artificial selection and genetic amelioration, as it is well known.

The present researches include populations of Trifolium pratense
who belong to different races and have diploid or tetraploid constitution

too There were realised investigations on both, the process of polyploidy
and the biométrie featutes of the populations, beginning with A. L c v a n

(1940) and followed by a lot of searchers between which we mention :

J. L. Brewbake г (1952), M. A. Eva n s (1955). J. M. А г m s t r o n g

& IL W R obertson (1956), 11. O. Mackiewicz (1963), J. В i ng e-

fors & E. Elleström (1964), I. Anghel (1973). etc.

'

The following pages should present a special method for to analyse
the degree of divergence for populations who belong to different races

and descend from a common species. There is possible to take a different

number of features for analyse. We have as the base for the method the

chi-square test and the conception of convergenca tables elaborated by
R. Fisher, The divergent evolution acts nonequally on the different fea-

tures. This way they become little or more distant to the ancestral gene

pool. The second part of the method analyses the equitability for resulted

divergences using the informational concept. The method is possible to

be applied exclusively to the meristic or quantitative features of the

variability as the metric ones imply some modifications by the fact they

are of the continous constitution.

The biological material

The expermental searches were accomplished upon the species Tri-

folium pratense in cultures performed at the Botanical Garden of Bucha-

rest. There were analysed the following four genetic different populations

who belong at two races : Bernburg and Gross Lüsewitz. For the race of

Bernburg there were studied a diploid population (73 specimens) and
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another tetraploid one (144 specimens). For the race of Gross Lüse-

witz there were used too a diploid population, noted E. 58 (144 speci-

mens) as a tetraploid one, E. 59 (144 specimens). The plants were grown

in culture recipients using the same quantities of water and nutriments.

The recipients were distributed randomly for avoid the marginal effect.

The plant search was done when 75 per cent of specimens presented the

flowering phenomenon. At this moment there were pursuived meristic,

morphometric and cytometric features. The following pages would take

into consideration the meristic ones possible for efficient use of our

method. There were selected three features : the number of leaves, the

number of floral steams and the number of leaves per steam. Everyone

presents a biotic signification well defined both for metabolic — assi-

milation matter as for reproduction potential

We would use the followings notations : X
( — diploid Bernburg

population ; X* — tetrapliod Bernburg population ; Y| — diploid Gross

Lüsewitz population, E. 58 ; Y
2

— tetraploid Gross Lüsewitz population
E. 59 ; C, —

the number of leaves ; C 2 — the number of floral steams ;

С-
— the number of leaves per steam.

The results

1. The differntiation from the common gene pool

As it is well known, there is not at all a genetic identity between the

populations or the races of a species ; on the contrary the are a lot of

differences as it concerns their own gene pools. The way of divergence
are unsignificantly. Then, the divergence is not so great the populations
to constitue independent unities and to leave the csommon gene pool.
Based on the systemic unity of analysed matter, by its own structure the

convergency tables estimate the possible meristic values both on the base

of common genetic pool of the species and of pecularities of the implied

populations. From the observed values it is possible to obtain the expec-

ted ones who reflect the genetic unity for all the populations. The results

are presented ty the table no 1.

Table no 1

The convergency table for the observed and expected values

х, Xj Y, У-2

С, 6282

(6722.49)

5357

(5325.97)

4949 4863

(5078.31) (4324.24)

Ci 329

( 324.04)

172

( 256.73)

318

( 244.79)

215

( 208.44)

Q; 3026

(2696.47)

2106

(2052.32)

2013

(1956.89)

1121

(1666.32)
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The results were gathersd into a contigency table of three features

per four populations. The expected values were included between paran-

theses taking into account the common ancestral gene pool for all the

four populations. Chi-square test is to be used by the dual set of expected
and observed values. This results are included into the table no 2.

Table no 2

The convergency table for chi-square values

As it concerns every individual value of the table (i.e. feture per

population) и= 1 ; for united fetures о= 2 : for united populations
и = 3 and for whole the matter о = 6. The unsignificat values were indi-

cated by an asterisk. After the analyse of the table it results the following
conclusions.

There are significant differences both for P= 5 per cent (when

expected chi
— square value is 12.6) and for P = 0.1 per cent (when

expected chi
— squarevalue is 22.5) for every of the four populations

as it concerns every feature.By consequence all the four gene pools are

significant, different units.

The differences are very significat as it regards the united features,

for every of the four populations : for P= 5 per cent the expected chi

— square value is 5.99 and for P=o.l per cent the expected value of

chi square is 13.8. For every of the four populations the features evolved

then very significantly in a divergent way. The greatest differences are

related to C
;;

and the smallest to C,, although it remains very signifi-

cantly. The three analysed fetures are to be observed in a process of

of unequal divergence.

The same matter as it regards the four populations for united fea-

tures : they present a very significat process of divergence as for P = 5

per cent the expected chi-square value is 7.81 and 16.3 for P =0.1 per

cent. Althought the populations have different genetic constitution there

are two of them, X 2 and Y( , more related to the common gene pool.

At this stage of the analyse it results the important conclusion the

populations to have distinct gene pools and the features to be significantly

x
t X;; V, Yj

All the

features

Q 28.9629 0.1809* 3.2929* 67.1241 00.4610

с. 0.0758* 27.9617 21.8956 0.2064 50.1396

C 3
73.2261 1.4040* 1.6086* 178.4575 254.6962

All the

populations

102.1649 29.5468 26.7971 245.7880 404.2908
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divergent from the ancestral genetics But the table indicates six indivi-

dual values which are unsignificantly. That is the matter for Xj and Y
2,

both of them with C 2 not different from the ancestral gene pool, as for

X 2 and Y| everyone with the two features, C| and C 3 in the same situa-

tion as before It is necessary to emphasize once more the process of

divergent evolution of the four populations to be realised unequally as it

concerns the features taken into consideration.

2. The unequal divergence of the evolution

As it results, the matters implies a special consideration. With this

purpose we introduce the concept of the divergent degree (D) by which

there is expressed the ratio between the chi-square value resulted from

the convergency tables to that expected one for P = 5 per cent,

regarded as the minimum significance (X|) with v degrees of freedom :

D= x^/x,

The values for (у.]) were presented before. As it concerns the values

of D. the}- are expressed in a special graph, which we propose for such

sort of analyses (fig. 1). There are inscribed equidistantly the three fea-

tures on the abscissa and the logarithmic values of D on the ordinate as

it follows : four ones for everyone of the populations and a supplemental
value for all the united populations. The three points, representing the

features, are related by a line for every of the five mentioned matters. On

the graph there is inscribed too a line of the null ordinate. Under this

one all the D values are unsignificantly, expressing a low degree of

divergence, practically not different to the common gene pool. That over

the line express significant and very significant degrees of divergence.

From the fig. 1 it results all the united populations (the S line) to

be very significantly different to the common ancestral gene pool.

The matter is unequally related to the populations. That was pre-

sented before, better illustrated now by the graph.

Astonishingly, the diploid and tetraploid populations from different

races are significanly close as the degree of divergence. This way. on the

base of the three mentioned features, there are two groups of populations:
Xi, Y

2
and X.j, Y,.

The group X|, Y
2

has significantly divergence from the ancestral

gene pool by two of the three features, excepting C-_> unsignificantly
different. Both the populations imply a very well marked difference to

the common gene pool. That is the matter for X
L

where D = 13.0813 as

for Y
2

D = 31.4709.

The second group of populations, X
2,

Y
b

includes more close rela-

tionships than differences from the common gene pool, as two of the three

features (i.e. C|, C») indicate unsignificantly differences. Although signi-

ficant, the degree of divergence is quite small, i.e. three times greater

than the standard value for both of these populations. That is : D = 3.7832

for X 2 and respectively D = 3.4311 for Yj.

It is important to emphasise D to measure only the degree of diver-

gence but not the way in which it was developed the evolution. This is
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why the close relationships reflect exclusively a Quantitative and not a

qualitative measure inside the both groups of populations X, Y
2 and

X
2. V,.

3. The informational matter of the divergence and its equitability

As it results, the valeus of the divergent degree, is demonstred

to be very different related to the three criteria, i.e. : for every population
and every feature ( Dpf ), for every feature refered to all the populations
(Dc) and for every population refered to all the features (Dc ) Each one

component of these three types of divergences imply quite unequal

values. Taking into consideration every component as a part of a common

system it is possible to estimate, for everyone, their percent of partici-

pation The probabilistic countgives the possibility to determin the

informational measure for every component for its participation to the

evolutive divergence. Each one of the parts are noted by its informational

value Pi lg 2 Pi in the table no 3.

Table no 3

The informational value and equitability for the divergent evolution

There were expressed in bits the values for H=— pi lg2 pi for

Hp,c, llc and f fp. As it concers Hp.c the greatest value, more than

0.85 bits, it is observed to KbX
b Yj and Y

2 ; this matter implies an equili-

brated influence of the three freatures from the informational vue point.

In exchange X 2 presents a very low informational value, i.e. 0,3 bits. That

results by the two features, C| and C
2,
who present extremely small values

as a very different states of probabilities. C, has a quite small contri-

X, х. Y, Y2

с, 0.5142 0.0100 0.0071 0.5100

с2
0.0100 0.0703 0.2348 0.0100

С, 0.3412 0.211)1 0.24.45 0.331-1

Нр,с О 8<i54 0.2004 0.0454 0.8514

Ер,с 0.5460 0.1870 0.5965 0.5372

С, = О .(Ht С, = 0. 3671 С, = 0. [199

Н
с

=1. 2870 Ее = 0.1 120

X, = 0.500 X, = 0.2686 Y, rr 0.2686 Y, = 0.4350

II
,,

= 1.4722 Ер = 0.7.W1
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bution to the genetic divergence, i.e. 0.6 per cent but C 2 presents a very

high one, i.e. 94.6 per cent, in exchange. Expressing a lack of balance

state between the features as proportion to the divergent process, both

the probabilistic values imply very small informational contributions. The

process of the features divergence was this produced quite unequally, in

a nonharmonius way, as it concerns the X 2 population.

The graph of divergent degree (D) for the four populations taken both,
separately (X,, X

2)
Y

b
Y

2) and by sumation (S) as function to the three features

(Ci, C
2,

C 3)

Fig. 1 — Graficul gradului de divergenţă (D) pentru cele patru populaţii luate

separat (Xb X
2, Y,, Y 2) cît si reunite (S) în funcţie de cele trei caractere

CC,, C», C 3).

Fig. 1.
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The informational contributions of the features related to the united

populations is appears to be relatively equilibrated as H e is equal to

1.287 bits.

For the populations refered to all the features together, there are

to be noted great contributions for the process of divergence by the part
of X| and Y

2 as, with small informational contributions, i.e. under 0.27

bits. X 2 and Y
t

indicate in exchange great unequality of divergent degrees
for their gene pool. There was also before mentioned the close relationships
of KbX

b
Y

2 on a way and Y
b X 2 on the other way from this viewpoint.

The peculiar matter of X
2,

Y| implicates Hp to present a smaller than

excepted value, i.e. 1.47 bits.

With the purpose to estimate more precisely the harmonius relations

between the different components who contribute to the evolutive diver-

gence we would use the concept of the informational equita-
bil i t y of divergence (E) who implies three fundamental types
in the case : E

P,c, Ec and Ep By E we understand the percent of the

informational charge realised by H in comparison to the maximum possible

value, i.e. lg 2 n where n is the number of the implied components.

As it concerns the equitability of populations as a function to the

features there is to be-noted generally the harmonius ration of about 53

to 59 per cent. Only X 2 is an exception from the rule by its quite une-

qually divergences for the three features, all together having as an imme-

diately effect the low equitability, of 18.7 per cent. This way it is possible
to identify a deep unequilibrium for the three features as it regards their

quantum of modification. By the fact the values for Ep,c do not reach at

all 80 percent, the inferior limit for nonsignificant state, it results the

processes of divergence to be significat from the informational equita-

bility view point too.

The equitability of the features refered to united populations, Ec,

indicates greater values as 80 per cent, i.e. 81.26 per cent. The matter

implies possible significat associations between the studied features,

everyone of these refered to all the populations together having high in-

formational contributions to the process of divergence.

The equitability of the populations refered to all the features, with

the value of 73.6 per cent
,

is a practical expression for the significant
differences as it concern their contributions for the process of divergence

related to the ancestral gene pool.

Conclusions

There is presented the D algorithmus as conclusions

D. 1 — The elaboration of the convergency tables, populations per

features, with the estimation of the expected values after the hypothesis

of the lack for divergence between the populations for every feature in

part (to be seen the table no 1).

D. 2 —
The calculation of chi-square between observed and expected

values (to be seen the table no 2).

D. 3 — The calculus of of the divergent, degrees : Dp.c, Dc and Dp.

The elaboration of the D graph (fig. 1) and the analyse of significance for

the divergent degree as it concerns every feature.



D. 4 — The estimation of informational quantum as it regards the

process of divergence (to be seen the table no 3) for every feature and

every population (Hp-c), for every feature per sum of populations (He) and

for every population per sum of features (H?).

D. 5 — The calculation of informational equitability : Ep,c, Ec, Ep

with the purpose to explain the degree of divergence for systemic relation

of informational quantum for components.
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